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The primary intent of this paper is to present the importance
of the establishment of a documentation control system for the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority during both the
construction and operation phases of the transit systemi
A documentation control system is presented as critical to
the continued efficient and effective operation of the system.
With an ever increasing amount of vital information being gener¬
ated from the design and construction of the system, there is a
need to develop a mechanism that would insure prompt retrieval
of all technical information in order to service and maintain
the system.
Documentation control is discussed in terms of its importance
as an operational reference point for servicing the system in
addition to serving as a supplement to human memory. Recommen¬
dations are given on both the design and placement of the
documentation unit within the Authority.
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One of man's most important tools today is information, it
is needed not only in the daily activity of solving problems,
but also in making decisions. Information is not only an
important tool of man, but it is also one of man's greatest
needs. Information, like any other resource, must be properly
managed to insure its most effective use. Management informa¬
tion is complicated, not only by the manner in which informa¬
tion is presented, but by the information formats which are in
use today — hard copy, micrographics and machine-sensible
media.^
With the construction of the rapid rail system, information
needs at the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (here¬
inafter referred to as MARTA or the Authority) are becoming
insurmountable. Information is not only needed to understand
the operation of the system, but also to maintain the system.
With an ever-increasing amount of information being generated
as development of the transit system continues, vital informa¬
tion must be maintained in a manner to insure its prompt
retrieval when needed.
Essentially, documentation at MARTA, involves technical
^William Benedon, "An Interdisciplinary Approach to Manage¬
ment In Information", Journal of Micrographics. (May/June 1979):
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information which includes maintenance manuals, operators
manuals, parts catalogs, and other support information includ-
2
ing drawings. Documentation control, on the other hand,
refers to the effective filing, receiving, accounting, updating,
and changes of operating instructions for the day to day
operation of the transit system. Documentation thus serves
two purposes, (1) for the day to day operation of the system
and (2) for historical purposes which include legal records,
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conference files, preliminary drawing, etc.-'^
In addition to providing overall public transportation,
upper level management is also responsible for over-seeing
the preliminary developmental stages as well as the operational
stages of the recently constructed transit system. In the past,
management has failed to recognize the relativeness of the
design processes as segments of the system have become opera¬
tive. Reduced to fimdamentals, upper level management has
failed to recognize the need to establish a \aniform coding
system of its drawings for future reference purposes.
During the developmental stages of the transit system,
numerous contractors and sub-contractors are involved in the
construction of the station facilities. Those contractors and
sub-contractors engaged in construction of station facilities
constitute the group of contractors that make-up the Construc¬
tion Contract Unit (CCU). Those contractors and sub-contractors
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Interview with Charles Anderson and Regina H. Finklin,
MARTA, Atlanta, Georgia, February 1980.
^Ibid., February 1980.
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engaged in the installation of equipment into the facilities
and the transit cars constitute the group of contractors that
make-up the system-wide contractors. While both those involved
in the Construction Contract Unit and the system-wide contractors
are essential in the developmental stages of the system, this
paper will specifically focus on the importance of the develop¬
ment of systematic documentation of technical information sup¬
plied by the system-wide contractors who are concerned with the
L
operational phase of the system.
In system-wide construction, changes are occasionally made
to various segments of the system due to various deficiencies,
substitution of parts, or additions to the system. These changes
are indicated on drawings commonly referred to as, "as-built"
drawings. These drawings contain technical information for the
day to day operation of the system and are critical to smooth
and continuous service. In addition, these drawings represent
the final changes that were made by the contractors to varied
parts of the system. Therefore, it is imperative that such
changes are properly referenced and documented in order to insure
prompt retrieval and maintenance of the system.
Hence, this paper will focus on the failure of upper level
management to establish an operable dociomentation control system
and the need to establish a uniform coding system of all its
drawings and technical information.
k
Operational Phase is defined as the point at which the
sub-systems of the system as defined by the contractors is com¬
pleted in terms of manufacturing, installation, testing and
then accepted.
II. SETTING OF THE STUDY
The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority was
created by an Act of the Georgia General Assembly in 1965*
Construction of the rapid rail system, however, did not begin
until 1975* Construction of the rapid rail system is divided
into three phases — Phases A, B, and C. Phase A includes the
East-West rail lines from the Avondale Station to the High¬
tower Station and the North-South line from North Avenue to
Garnett Street. Final completion of this phase is scheduled
for late 1981. Phase B of the rail construction is divided
into two parts. Phase B1 and Phase B2. Phase B1 includes rail
lines from the Arts Center to Lenox and West End to Lakewood
Station. Final completion of these phases is scheduled for
December 1984. Phase C includes extension of the system from
Lakewood to Hartsfield Airport and Lenox to Doraville — final
completion, 1985.
While each system-wide contractor is distinctive and
different in its design of a particular system of the transit
operation, each drawing must serve as a form of communication
between the contractor and MARTA’S operation and maintenance
staff. It is therefore essential that the flow of communication
and uniformity exist for the purpose of retrieval in the event
of modifications, changes, or servicing.
The controlling and policy-making body of MARTA is its
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Board. The Board of fourteen members is appointed by local
governing bodies. Three of the Boaird members are representa¬
tives of the State. The number of appointees and the local
government from which they are appointed are as follow:





Georgia Department of Transportation.!
Georgia Department of Revenue 1
State Properties Commission 1
The number of appointees from each governing body is based on
a per capita assessment of the population of each political
jurisdictions.
The Chief Executive Officer of the Authority is the General
Manager. The General Manager directs the Authority's activities
in accordance with the policies adopted by the Board of Direc¬
tors.-^ Currently, MARTA employs over 2,600 people in the
following areas and divisions: These divisions are headed by
four Assistant General Managers. These are, Assistant General
Manager for Finance and Administration, Assistant General Manager
for Planning and Public Affairs, Assistant General Manager for
Transit Operations, and Assistant General Manager for Transit
System Development. Other staff functions are directed by
Assistants to the General Manager for Equal Employment Opportu¬
nity, Federal and State Relations, Staff Coimsel, and the
■^"MARTA Employee Manual for Non-Represented Employees,"
MARTA, Atlanta, Georgia, December 1979» p.4.
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Executive Assistant and the Assistant to the Boand/General
Manager for Audit. A copy of MARTA'S organizational chart can
he found in Appendix A.
As an analyst intern, the writer was assigned to the
Division of Management Systems, a unit of the Department of
Finance and Administration, and specifically to the Management
Analyst Branch. The Division of Management Systems is respons¬
ible for providing computer processing, word processing, and
related support services, management analysis, records and forms
management and the operation of the Authority's Records Center.
Specific responsibilities of the Division of Management
Systems are to analyze the Authority's planning, control and
information systems, providing advice on effective systems and
computer application, design and the administration and mainte¬
nance of effective information, planning and control systems.
In addition, the Division of Management Systems performs special
management studies directed toward development or improvement
of procedures and related activities.^
The Management Analyst Branch, in which the researcher was
specifically assigned to is responsible for the records and
forms management programs and special management analysis.
This branch consists of two individuals who are responsible for
the development, implementation, maintenance, and coordination
of methods and procedures for the Authority. They are responsible
for providing training, coordination and counsel to Authority
^"Department of Finance and Administration Organizational
Manual," MARTA, Atlanta, Georgia, p. l4.
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personnel regarding records management, forms management, and
report management. The Management Analysts supervise the
development and implementation of the Authority's word proces¬
sing and reprographics programs. Further, they design and
recommend effective work flow measurement methods. Including
the integration of appropriate forms and records systems."^
As an intern, the researcher's primary responsibility was
to assist the Management Analysts in routine program maintenance
activities and assist in conducting special studies as assigned.
Specifically, those responsibilities and duties are as follow;
assisting in evaluating MARTA's divisional and Authority proce¬
dures, assisting in coordinating MARTA'S record retention sched¬
ule and activities of MARTA'S Records Center, preparation of a
volume analysis of records presently stored in the MARTA Records
Center, revising, with the assistance of the user, new and
revised forms, responsible for auditing forms to determine their
obsolescence, and arranging a f^mctional file of MARTA's forms,
vendors, and word processing equipment. Also responsible for
contacting outside vendors for MARTA printing activities, in
conjunction with the Division of Contracts and Procurement,
assigning form numbers for monitoring and identification
purposes, furnishing the Division of Contracts and Procurement
with complete information for preparation of purchase orders
for submission to selected vendors, assisting in coordinating
transfer and retrieval of Authority records from the State of
7
"Classification Description for Management Systems Analyst,"
MARTA, Atlanta, Georgia.
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Georgia Archives, reviewing programs in developmental stages
assigned to the Management Systems Analyst Branch, reviewing
the interrelationship of the three branches within the Division
of Management Systems. The writer was also responsible for
assisting the Management Systems Analysts in updating and
distributing new and revised Authority-wide procedures,
updating the office supplies section of the Inventory Reporting
System Master File, assisting in the centralization of personnel
records, and distributing forms as requested. In addition to
the aforementioned, special studies were also assigned. These
studies were long-term and short-term in nature. It was in the
process of carrying out a special assignment that the researcher
became aware of the many problems associated with documentation.
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A documentation control system is vital in the operation
of any organization. It is a system that may he utilized for
the day to day operation of a system and it may also ftinction
Q
as a future reference point. The main function of a documenta¬
tion control system is to arrange ways and means by which infor¬
mation can be best collected, preserved, analyzed, indexed,
reviewed and translated. First, so that management might know
what is going on and secondly, so that management might under¬
stand the design and operation of the system and what it means.^
Additionally, as Becker and Hayes have stated, documentation is
a necessary technique for the orderly, presentation, organization
and commtinication of recorded specialized knowledge in order to
give maximum accessibility and utility to the information
contained. They further state that documentation has the
quality of being special for specialized needs of particular
uses and users.
The reasons for documentation are self-evident. ShoTild
Q
Lowell H. Hattery and Edward M. McCormick, Information
Retrieval Management (Detroit: American Data Processing, Inc.,
1962) pp. 10-20.
^Ibid., p. 10.
^^Joseph Becker and Robert M. Hayes, Information Storage




the original designer leave the organization or if a major
modification is made to the system, certain related documents
are invaluable for reference purposes. Of equal significance,
original designers of particular systems agree that documenta¬
tion is essential as design proceeds or as redesigns become
necessary. A properly documented system also provides a
source of education for its users and operators? likewise, it
serves as an operational and reference point for servicing the
system and it helps to provide means of adequate controls.
In documentation, data is stored from which decisions are
made. Documentation, therefore, serves as an organization's
memory and is often used to supplement human memory. Further,
since documentation affects policy-making, the system shoiild
be organized and retained in such a manner that affords easy
accessibility to upper level management. Essentially, dociimen-
tation control provides the evidence of the motive that lay behind
a long-range decision.
With the development of the new transit system, himdreds
of manufacturers are involved in the design, construction and
manufacturing of items to be used in the total system. Many of
these items are working units which require on-going maintenance
efforts in the day to day operation of the system. The network
of mits are structured into the system and should be maintained
in such a manner that would afford quick retrieval for updating
information. Reduced to fundamentals, if a part of a system
L. Martino, Information Management; The Dynamics of
MIS (Wayne, Management Development Institute, 19SS) p. 250.
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becomes dysfunctional, management must be able to recall the
most current information to service that particular part of
12
the system.
With the advent of the system, coupled with the tremendous
amount of changes made to the system, documentation control is
needed to provide the Authority with accurate and easily retriev¬
able technical information on how the system was developed and
how it is to operate. If drawings and other technical informa¬
tion differ, problems will develop in retrieving information,
in addition to encountering imcertainties with respect to the
location of the drawings. Thus, all changes made to the system
must be recorded properly in order to maintain coordination of
the system. Implementation of a documentation control system
at MARTA centers around the issue of how will management locate,
its technical information, specifically its as-built drawings,
once the contractors are no longer on the premises. In the
past, there has been little or no structured approach to
implementation of a total operational documentation control
system. Individualized dociamentation exists; however, each
unit has its own unique and varied system of coding.
There are approximately ten major system-wide contractors
participating in the operation of the rapid rail system. They
are contractors for:
CQ 110 Automatic Train Control
CQ 115 Yard Control
12
Charles Anderson, "Documentation Control," speech given
at the Association of Records Managers and Administrators' Con¬
vention, Washington, D. C., October 1978.
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CQ 210 Fare and Gate Collections
CQ 310 Transit Vehicles
CQ 4l0 Telephone
CQ 4ll Public Address
CQ 412 Radio
CQ 413 Closed-Circuit T.V.
CQ 4l6 Supervisory and Control
CQ 882 Fire and Intrusion Alarms
In addition to the contractors, MARTA's general engineer¬
ing consulting firm, Parsons, Brinckerhoff, and Tudor (PB/T),
also has its own coding system, in addition to varied coding
systems within \anits of the Authority. Consequently, there is
a proliferation of coding systems, all unique and \mderstand-
able only by their users. The problem, therefore, would occur
after final completion of the rail system or when the contrac¬
tors have completed their work and all of their as-built
drawings have been submitted. With each having its unique
system of identification, MARTA has a problem of de-coding the
contractors' system of coding in order to develop a unified
system so that MARTA personnel can understand the operation of
the whole system and each sub-system. Therefore, the problem
of implementation of a documentation control system does not
lie within the ambiguity of MARTA'S documentation procedure,
but in defining a uniform coding system and subsequently the
implementation of the total documentation system.
While documentation involves a tremendous amount of work,
delegating the responsibility to a \mit within MARTA will pose
a problem. Not only will personnel be needed to unify the
system, but also to maintain the system throughout the contin¬
ued operation of MARTA. This study will focus on the importance
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of a documentation control unit for the Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority during both construction and operation
of the system. With sufficient evidence, it can he shown that
the lack of a documentation control system and the lack of
uniformity in the coding of drawings often lead to financial
loss to the organization. This study will make recommendations
directed toward reducing future cost to MARTA, also, it will
recommend a mit within MARTA that should be responsible for
an operable documentation control system.
IV. DOCUMENTATION AT OTHER TRANSIT AUTHORITIES
In order that management can further understand the impor¬
tance of a documentation control system, this section will focus
on documentation efforts at other transit authorities and
problems they encountered; if any, due to the lack of an
operable documentation system. It is hoped that this approach
will educate management about documentation and ultimately aid
in preventing problems as well as solving problems.
The transit authorities studied are the Bay Area Rapid
Transit Authority (hereafter referred to as BART) and the Wash¬
ington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (hereafter referred
to as WMATA). Documentation control at BART was not developed
mtil after segments of the systems became operative.
The incident resulting in the establishment of a documen¬
tation system at BART involved an injury which occurred due to
the width of spacing between the station platforms and the rail
cars. In an attempt to retrieve the particular drawing that
would fully justify the reason for this design, BART encountered
problems in locating the drawing. Because of the problems
associated with the retrieval of the drawings, BART's General
Manager directed immediate creation of a documentation division.
This division is responsible for providing all district (BART)
employees with accurate technical information. To accomplish
this, the division is responsible for coordinating the operation
14
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of the Technical Libraries, control of technical publications,
microfilming technical documents, and providing drafting and
graphic service district-wide. Further, the division controls
the creation, indexing, distribution, updating, storage and
13
destruction of all technical data concerning the system.
The Documentation Division consists of the following
principle sections.
1. Configuration Control: To establish and control
system configuration information and to make this
information available system-wide.
2. Technical Libraries: To provide a centralized
location where all district (BART) personnel can
quickly obtain technical information.
3. Technical Publications: To prepare technioal
publications concerning the system's operation for
use primarily by engineering, maintenance, quality
inspection, and training.
4. Drafting! To provide the fiill range of drafting
and graphics services primarily to, but not limited
to, the engineering staff.
5. Reprographics: To provide technical micrographics
13
^"Dociimentation Division Annual Plans," BART, San Fran¬
cisco, California, January 3» 1978, p. 2.
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and reproduction services system-wide.
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The Division is staffed with approximately twenty-five people
consisting of Engineers Aides, Clerks, and Technical Librarians.
A copy of the Division's organizational chart can be found in
Appendix B.
Documentation at WMATA is not as highly structured as it
is at BART. However, the major difference between WMATA's and
BART’S documentation efforts is that WMATA implemented its
documentation control system before segments of the system
became operative. The difference between the two systems is
that one has written guidelines and procedures for documentation,
and the other does not.
WMATA's documentation responsibilities are handled by the
Authority's Engineering Division, specifically the technical
unit within the division. This unit consists of two Engineering
Technicians, two Draftsmen, one Draftsman Aide, and a Custodian.
This unit is responsible for retrieval of technical information
which is located in one centralized area in the main administra¬
tion building.
While BART, MARTA, and WMATA, all to a degree have similar
beginnings in documentation control, MARTA should take note of
the operable documentation systems at BART and WMATA. Specifi¬
cally, B5ARTA should take note of BART's system due to the finan¬
cial cost BART suffered as a result of not having readily avail¬




four-inch space between the station platforms and the cars.^^
Clearly evident in the incident at BART is the importance
of documentation as a means of providing evidence of the motive
that lay behind a decision in engineering and design. Equally
important is the value of having a means of quick retrieval of
vital documents. Finally, the establishment of a documentation
control system serves as a means to supplement human memory.
One can therefore agree with Robert J. Kalthoff that the
inability to locate technical information is not only costly
but also damaging to the purpose of the organization. Stored
information is only as valuable as it is accessible. The
greater its accessibility, the greater the output of value of
the information stored.^^
^This incident, as reported to the researcher by Charles
Anderson, Management Systems Analyst, and A1 McCramby, Manager
of Office Services (PB/T), involved a suit filed by the parents
of a child, who, while boarding a rail car suffered an injury
as a result of the spacing between the station platform and
the rail car. Neither the nature of the suit or the financial
outcome was known.
^^Robert J. Kalthoff, "Is Technology the Limiting Factor
In Solving the Mass Document Control Problem, Journal of Micro¬
graphics (May/June 1979); 282.
V. AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES TO THE INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED WITH AUTHORITY PERSONNEL AND PB/T STAFF
This section will focus on reporting and analyzing the
views and responses of several individuals employed by MARTA
and PB/T in order to survey their opinions regarding documen¬
tation needs at MARTA.
Section VI sets forth the views and responses of PB/T
Project Engineers for selected system contracts in regard to
the need for uniformity in coding of drawings of MARTA's
system-wide contractors.
A documentation control system generally involves all
aspects of the organization. However, there are some units
within the Authority that will utilize the system more than
others. Selected units within the Authority that will be
primary users of the docximentation control system are as
follows: The Division of Rail Maintenance, the Division of
Rail Activation and the Division of Management Systems. Even
though these divisions are the primary users of documentation,
interviews were also conducted with three (3) individuals
employed by PB/T. These individuals were interviewed in order
to understand the documentation control system employed by PB/T
for identification of its drawings and to obtain their views
on the importance of a documentation control system. Inter¬
views were conducted with the Manager of Data Cost Analysis,
the Supervisor of Data Administration and with the Manager of
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Office Services in PB/T. In total there were seven individuals
interviewed.
The following questions were posed to Authority personnel
and PB/T. A copy of these questions can he found in Appendices
C and D.
QUESTION 1: Assess your attitude on documentation control and
explain why you feel such a system could or could
not he useful to MARTA?
There was concensus among the individuals inter¬
viewed that such a system is vital to the Authority.
A member of the PB/T staff contended that without
the history that documentation provides, it will
he impossible to maintain the transit system on a
daily basis and to perform routine preventative
maintenance and to correct any failures that might
occur in the system. An interviewee employed in
the Division of Rail Maintenance contended that
documentation is a very complicated system since
it interfaces with all other systems; however, the
system is needed as a reference point and as a
means of justification for a particular design.
QUESTION 2; As a manager, what would you do to make documenta¬
tion control an operable system?
The responses to this question were again similar
in that the majority of those interviewed indicated
that they would recommend a centralized area
specifically dedicated to documentation control.
One interviewee went beyond recommending a central¬
ized area and indicated that support from upper
level management is essential for an operable
documentation control system. He further stated
that if management did not support documentation
control, then it will never become an operable
system within MARTA.
QUESTION 3s Recognizing the experiences at BART, why do you
feel management has failed to implement a dociamen-
tation control program?
Responses to this question varied. Reasons given
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were as follows:
1. Upper level management is mis-educated and
unaware of the consequences resulting from
the lack of a system.
2. Adequate personnel is needed to spear-head
the program, thereby educating upper level
management.
3. The system (documentation) is too costly to
maintain in addition to its complexity.
4. Due to the political pressures inflicted on
upper level management from the federal
government and from the State.
5. Short-sightedness of management in long-range
planning.
6. Inadequate man-hours and man-power to operate
the system.
7. Ignorance.
QUESTION 4: On a scale of one to ten (with ten being the
highest) how would you assess the priority of
documentation with upper level management?
The seven interviewees ranked priority of documen¬
tation as viewed by upper level management on a
ten-point scale as follows:
10, 7, 6, 7, 3, 3, 5.
QUESTION 5s What, if any, would be the long-term impacts on
your division if a documentation control system
is not established?
This question was not applicable to three of the
seven interviewees, since their divisions would
not be impacted upon by documentation at MARTA.
Specifically, those that would not be impacted
are members of the PB/T staff. The remaining four
interviewees indicated that the impact on MARTA
as an organization wo\ald not out-weigh the impact
on their divisions. All indicated that MARTA would
incur high financial cost in the future, if the
problem is not addressed today. Specifically, one
interviewee indicated that there wo\ild be a high
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maintenance cost and mis-utilization of personnel
and an over-procurement of spare parts. Another
interviewee indicated that they could not service
and maintain the system effectively.
QUESTION 6: Given the tremendous work involved in the continued
operation of a documentation control system, whom
do you feel should he responsible for maintaining
the system?
The responses to this question were varied. The
Division of Rail Maintenance indicated that Rail
Maintenance or a unit within the Department of
Transit Operations should be responsible. The
interviewee from the Division of Rail Activation
stated that Management Systems shoiild be responsible.
One interviewee from PB/T maintained that the ulti¬
mate responsibility should lie within the Division
of Administrative Services, with the Division of
Management Systems playing a functional role. The
remaining four asserted that a group effort sho\ald
be employed consisting of a combination of indivi¬
duals from the Engineering Division, the Division
of Rail Maintenance, the Division of Management
Systems, and a specialized documentation team.
In analyzing the above responses, all seven interviewees
indicated that a system could be useful to MARTA. Six of the
individuals felt that in order for the program to become operable,
centralization must occur. The remaining one indicated that in
order for documentation to become an operable system, management
must support it. All of those interviewed had varied views as
to why management failed to implement a documentation control
system, in view of the experiences at BART. The seven inter¬
viewees, ranked priority of documentation as viewed by upper
level management on a ten-point scale, with ten being the
highest and one being the lowest. The priority assessments
ranged from 10 to 3* Question Five did not apply to three of
those interviewed since they were not employees of MARTA—they
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were employees of PB/T. Two interviewees stated a high mainte¬
nance cost would he the impact on their divisions if a documen¬
tation control system does not become operable. The remaining
two interviewees indicated that the inability to retrieve docu¬
ments on a timely basis would have a long-term impact on their
divisions. Four interviewees indicated that the responsibility
for maintaining the operable documentation control system should
be assigned to a group composed of experts in documentation,
individuals from the Division of Rail Maintenance, the Division
of Management Systems, and the Engineering Division. One main¬
tained that the responsibility should lie totally in the Division
of Management Systems, while another suggested the Division of
Rail Maintenance as the responsible division. The remaining one
interviewee contended that the Division of Administrative
Services should play a vital role with the Division of Management
Systems playing a functional part.
In giving a general overview of the responses to the
questions asked in the interviews. Authority personnel and PB/T
members clearly indicated the need for a documentation control
system at the Authority. In addition, the interviewees indicated
that more emphasis should be placed on implementing a documenta¬
tion system to avoid any future problems to the Authority.
In conclusion, the responses of the Authority personnel
and PB/T staff are exceedingly significant to upper level manage¬
ment. It provides management with views of some of its staff
and their concerns for the future of the Authority and the
continued efficient operation of the transit system.
VI. AN ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSES TO THE INTERVIEWS
CONDUCTED WITH PB/T PROJECT ENGINEERS
In interviews conducted with PB/T Project Engineers for
selected systems contracts, it was discovered that the arbitrary
coding system was utilized by the contractors, in addition to
parts catalogs and maintenance manuals. Interviews were
conducted with individuals assigned to the following system-wide
contracts: (1) CQ 110 - Automatic Train Control, (2) CQ 210 -
Fare and Gate Collection, (3) CQ 310 - Transit Vehicle,
(4) CQ 4l6 - Communication Supervisory and Control, and
(5) CQ 882 - Fire and Intrusion Alarms.
The key to retrieval usefulness is not the machine or the
sorting devices, but the design of the system. The problem does
not occur with the machine, but how to identify and select
information to index and then how to file it so that it can be
found when needed. In order that documents can be retrieved in
an efficient manner, special coding symbols are utilized for ease
in identification. These coding symbols coTild be niombers or
17
alphabetic characters.
At MARTA, with the varied system-wide contractors, there
is a proliferation of coding and identification symbols utilized
for the retrieval of drawings and technical information. In its
17
Mina M. Johnson and Norman F. Kallaus, Records Management.
(Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1974) p. 235*
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present form, these drawings and technical information are not
meaningful to MARTA personnel. Consequently, in order that all
documents may be made understandable and useful for all units in
the Authority, and especially those that utilize the drawings for
maintenance purposes, a uniform coding system is essential. In
order that these drawings may be utilized fully by management,
the coding system must encompass a cross-reference method which
includes the coding number and alphabets. Without such method,
chaos will result when attempting to locate a particiilar drawing.
The basis on which coding is done varies from a natural basis
to an arbitrarily contrived basis. Coding done on a natural
basis is done according to the inherent nature of the record,
such as in an accounting system, it is natural coding to charge
expense items to certain accoimts. Coding done on an artificial
basis is a more difficult form of coding. It (an artificial
basis) is utilized when the natural coding breakdown is inadequate.
An arbitrary coding system is either alphabetic, numeric, or both.
1 O
This form is used for storage purposes.
In order to survey the opinions of project engineers in
PB/T, the following questions were posed:
QUESTION 1; Do you feel there is a need for imiformity in the
coding of drawings of MARTA's system-wide contrac¬
tors? Why or why not?
All interviewees pointed out that there was a
definite need to unify the coding system due to the
varied categories of drawings and the particular




One interviewee further stated that a unified cod¬
ing system should be part of contractors' specifi¬
cations and that adherence to those specifications
in coding should be strongly enforced. Another
claimed that not only is there a need for uniform¬
ity, but also a system of interfacing drawings
showing system-wide interfacing with facilities,
that is, with the air-conditioning system, lights,
heating, and power. He went further by stating
that a unified system involved time and effort,
however, the present problem of coding is small
compared to an anticipated larger one in the future
if the system is not unified.
QUESTION 2; Explain the identification system of the contract
to which you are assigned.
Each of the individuals interviewed, identified a
different system of identification for the parti¬
cular system to which he was assigned. One
affirmed that the particular system contract to
which he was assigned did not really have a work¬
able identification system. He further asserted
that the contractor's present system, wherein
identifications were made by either reference
numbers, drawings or parts listings was inconsis¬
tent and often did not coincide with the original
drawings. The interviewee added that the contrac¬
tors' identification systems were workable for the
contractors only and that in order to fully under¬
stand the system, an alternative plan was needed.
Another maintained that there was no standard
system within his system or related systems. A
drawing tree whereby there is a breakdown of com¬
ponents of the system from the highest component
to the smallest component, in addition to indented
parts listings and assembly designs were utilized
as identification for that particular system. A
third maintained its system through the use of
parts catalogs, and parts listings in addition to
an assembly drawing. The assembly drawing identi¬
fies a particular unit within the system and the
parts listings identify the drawings' numbers. A
fourth employed an alphanumeric system consisting
of three numbers whereby drawings were identified
by stations. The function of the drawing consisted
of three niombers. In addition to the alphanumeric
system, an indented parts listing was also used.
A fifth pointed out that his system included four
categories of drawings all of which had the same
numbers but varied alpha-sub-letters. These sub¬
letters are used to identify the station instal¬
lation and the station name. Often times this
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sub-letter does not necessarily agree with the
station name which can he confusing to someone
unfamiliar with the system.
QUESTION 3: Do you feel this system of identification would he
most suitable for MARTA'S use? Why or why not?
This question was asked to all the project engi¬
neers regarding the particular identification
system they used and its possible usefulness to
MARTA. The majority of the responses were, no.
Nevertheless, some agreed that with modifications
their system could work.
QUESTION 4s What criteria would you use to evaluate the most
effective and efficient coding system?
Quick and ease in retrieval was the consensus
among those participants in the interviews. One
interviewee went beyond the above response and
indicated that the best criteria for evaluation
is the ability to relate all support documents
directly to the equipment it services and vice-
versa. Another pointed out that using parts
numbers to categorize and distinguish parts num¬
bers would be a good criteria to use for evalua¬
ting the effectiveness and efficiency of a
coding system.
QUESTION 5s Why do you feel MARTA failed to incorporate its
own coding system into the contractors' specifi¬
cations?
One individual claimed that MARTA failed to incor¬
porate its own coding system due to the vast
effort and money involved in the design and con¬
struction of the system. Another stated that
MARTA did not have an assembled group to take
care of the written specifications. Initially,
contractors' specifications were written by many
people with little input from MARTA staff. Fur¬
ther, a third indicated that the lack of trained
personnel on the part of MARTA resulted in the
failure to incorporate a coding system. Two of
the interviewees did not care to respond to the
question.
QUESTION 6: If you were responsible for developing a uniform
system-wide coding system, what ideas would you
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put forth to make the system operable?
One interviewee indicated that this did not fall
within his expertise, consequently he did not
respond to the question. Two individuals maintained
that computerizing the system would make the system
operable. A third stated that he would develop and
incorporate a system along the lines of a dewey
decimal system. Another-stated that if he were
responsible for making the system operable it
would be designed in a manner by which a person
could track down the highest level of the system
to its individualized parts.
QUESTION 7s What are the consequences of an inconsistent coding
system and what impact would this have on MARTA?
These responses basically centered around the con¬
sequence of misfiling, loss of vital documents,
and the inability to retrieve vital documents.
Added to the problems of misfiling, one interviewee
pointed out the problem of a large cross-reference
system to accommodate several different numbers
for varied parts and in some cases for the same
part. Another stated that there would be problems
in terms of increased cost of future procurement,
in terms of safety and ridership and the cost
incurred as a result of down-time of a particular
system.
In giving a general overview of the responses to the inter¬
views conducted with PB/T project engineers assigned to specific
systems within the total transit system, they clearly indicate
the need for uniformity in the coding of drawings of MARTA's
system-wide contractors. Those interviewed indicated the
methods of identification of the specific system used by
contractors they were assigned to were not useful to MARTA,
however, with modifications, they suggested these coding systems
could be made useful to MARTA.
In summary, the responses from PB/T staff are also
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significant to upper level management. It provides management
with views from a technical standpoint. Further, they present
insights into the concerns of employees that do not fall within
MARTA'S organizational structure.
CONCLUSION
An attempt has been made to analyze the need for a docu¬
mentation control system at the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid
Transit Authority. This analysis not only grew out of a
special assignment, but also out of interest in a system that
is vital to the continued operation of the recently construc¬
ted rapid rail system. Most importantly, however, this study
was an attempt to discover why upper level management has
failed to implement such a system
Documentation control provides a historical picture of
the transit system. It preserves the history of how the system
was built and how it is to operate. Consequently, documenta¬
tion is needed in the day to day operation and maintenance of
the system. Without the vital Information that documents pro¬
vide, continued operation of the system would be impaired.
As development of the transit system continues, so does
the accumulation of information. This information is not only
needed to understand the operation of the system, but also
maintenance of the system. With the ever increasing amount of
information being generated, vital information must be main¬
tained in a manner to insure its prompt retrieval when needed.
Information has become a more vital source than ever be¬
fore to the successful management of the organization. William
Benedon, in his article entitled, "An Interdisciplinary Approach
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to Management In Information" says it best, information demands
today are greater than ever before and man's insatiable appe¬
tite for knowledge remains unchecked. His article further
includes a quote from the writings of Wolfgang von Goethe»
The modem age has a false sense of superiority because
of the great mass of data at its disposal; but the valid
criterion of distinction is rather the extent that man
knows how to perform and must master the material at his
command.19
^\illiam Benedon, "An Interdisciplinary Approach to
Management In Information"; Joumal of Micrographics, (May/
June 1979): 293-
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are those that the research¬
er feels are essential in order that documentation control
becomes an operable function within the Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority. They are as follows:
RECOMMENDATION 1: That MARTA establish a uniform coding system
for the purposes of quick retrieval of draw¬
ings and technical documents and to reduce
future cost to the Authority.
JUSTIFICATION: The subject of cost is very critical when
establishing a uniform! documentation control
system. However, the expenses incurred in
manually searching for a document coupled
with the cost of down-time of a particular
segment of the system, will in the long run
be more costly to the Authority in the
absence of a liniform coding system.
RECOMMENDATION 2: That management place documentation control
in a high priority status immediately.
JUSTIFICATION: The immediate implementation of a documenta¬
tion control system would insure a readily
available point of reference, through easy
access to drawings and technical documents,
in the event of dysfunction in the existing
operating phase, as well as providing easy
access to critical documents during present
and future construction.
RECOMMENDATION 3s That documentation consiiLtants be employed
to establish and develop a imiform coding
system. And, that selected individuals who
would be primary users of the system be
trained by the consultants with regard to
the design and the use of the coding system.
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JUSTIFICATION: Clearly, since there does not exist, at
this time, persons employed by MARTA with
sufficient knowledge to set up a uniformi
coding system, the employment of consul¬
tants to both establish the system and
train persons to manage the system would
insure effective and efficient use of the
system.
RECOMMENDATION 4: That MARTA require contractors, who are
employed in the future to incorporate into
their specifications, MARTA's system of
identification.
JUSTIFICATION; Such a requirement would avoid the necessity
for MARTA staff to align those drawings and
technical documents, as will be the case
with those contractors who have used their
own unique coding systems and which are not
uniform, thus requiring time and effort to
link them into the proposed uniform coding
system.
RECOMMENDATION 5s That a documentation unit be placed within
the Division of Administrative Services.
JUSTIFICATION: In view of the fact that vital information
is critical to the effective management of
the system and due to the nature and fimc-
tion of the Division of Administrative Ser¬
vices as a support unit to management, it
is only logical that the documentation
unit be placed within the Division of
Administrative Services.
The preceding recommendations were made in order that
MARTA can quickly retrieve vital information with regard to
the operation and maintenance of the transit system. In addi¬
tion, these recommendations serve as catalysts for management
to move beyond the focus of meeting opening deadlines to a
more realistic apporach of long-range planning for the contin¬
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Appendix C
QUESTIONS USED TO SURVEY THE OPINIONS OF AUTHORITY
PERSONNEL AND PB/T WITH REGARD TO
DOCUMENTATION NEEDS AT MARTA1.Assess your attitude on documentation control and explain
why you feel such a system could or could not he useful to
MARTA.2.As a manager, what would you do to make documentation
control an operable system?3.Recognizing the experiences at BART, why do you feel man¬
agement has failed to implement a dociomentation control
program?4.On a scale of one to ten (with ten being the highest) how
would you assess the priority of dociamentation with upper
level management?5.What, if any, woiold be the long-term impacts on your divi¬
sion if a documentation control system is not established?6.Given the tremendous work involved in the continued opera¬
tion of a documentation control system, who do you feel
should be responsible for maintaining the system?
APPENDIX D
QUESTIONS USED TO SURVEY THE OPINIONS OF




QUESTIONS USED TO SURVEY THE OPINIONS OF
PB/T PROJECT ENGINEERS ASSIGNED TO
SPECIFIC SYSTEM CONTRACTS1.Do you feel there is a need for uniformity in the coding
of drawings of MARTA'S system-wide contractors? Why or
why not?2.Explain the identification system of the contract to which
you are assigned.3.Do you feel this system of identification would be most
suitable for MARTA's use? Why or why not?4.What criteria would you use to evaluate the most effective
and efficient coding system?5.Why do you feel MARTA failed to incorporate its own coding
system into the contractors' specifications?6.If you were responsible for developing a uniform system-
wide coding system, what ideas would you put forth to
make the system operable?7.What are the consequences of an inconsistent coding system
and what impact would this have on MARTA?
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